May 2019 Newsletter

Dear parents and friends of Cowgate,
This month’s newsletter shares with you a funny story about Theo H.
and what he would like to be when he grows up. It brings you news
of Archie M.’s baby sister, Bonnie Rose; of Lynn’s published book
chapter; of our Environmental Health assessment results; of the
parents’ evening and the Aroundsound pilot project; and of our
Cowgate Library in the Croilean. The newsletter also shares with you
photos of some of the children’s lovely moments this month of April.
Finally, it brings you information about the new museum in
Linlithgow, which you may be interested in visiting on a day out.

The Funny Things Children Say
One morning, a member of staff was reading a book with Theo H. and Vera, in which
children were discussing what they wanted to be when they grew up. She asked Vera,
“What would you like to be when you grow up?” Since Vera was quiet, she asked,
“Maybe a doctor? Or a teacher? Or a cook?” Theo added, very seriously, spotting a
frog in the illustration in the book, “Or a frog?”
The member of staff then asked Theo what he wanted to be when he grew up. He
thought for a little while and then replied with a big smile, “When I grow up, I want to
be a adult!” J

Cowgate News and Notices
Archie’s Baby Sister
On 18th April, Archie became a big brother to
little Bonnie Rose. Our warmest congratulations
to Archie, his Mummy Jenni and his Daddy John.

Lovely News
We were very happy to hear the wonderful news that Lynn’s book chapter in ‘Inclusion, Equity and Access for
Individuals with Disabilities: Insights from Educators around the World’ was published on Wednesday 17th April. On
Monday 15th April, we were also delighted that to hear that we had passed our Environmental Health assessment.

Parents’ Evening
What a wonderful evening Thursday was. We enjoyed the presentation on ‘Lived Stories’ and the suggested
progression (please see letter below).
What we learned from the evening is WE MUST HAVE MORE SOCIAL EVENTS!!! So let us start thinking of another
event… perhaps in the summer!!!

The sounds of Cowgate: UK first pilot
‘Dear Parents,
Thank you to all those who dropped by our Parents Social last night - it’s always wonderful to see our wider
community coming together in support of what we do.
For those unable to attend I’d like to share news of the next exciting chapter in the Lived Stories project, a
collaboration which has arisen in typical Cowgate style: directly out of conversations between children, staff,
parents and carers.
As Cara and I emphasised last night, our initial Lived Stories work established that Cowgate families loved receiving
narratives featuring their child, and appreciated the work involved in crafting them.

The children, however, were not always directly involved in creating the stories--the reality is that each tale takes
considerable practitioner time to develop, often involving time off the floor. This means we can’t always provide as
many as we’d have liked (and we know you wanted!), nor have children always been as directly involved as we
would like.
Into this conundrum stepped one of our parents, Jenna Wilson, a storyteller herself, and a voluntary comms advisor
to a new initiative called Aroundsound.
What is Aroundsound?
Aroundsound is a brand new app that aims to help people record real life moments, in real time, really well - early
words, favourite songs and stories, walks and talks, playtime chatter and everything in between.
Over the last few months we’ve been in discussion with Jenna and the app’s creator Rachel, and it’s now our
ambition to become the very first nursery in the UK to soundtrack our children’s days.
As a result we are planning to test the use of the Aroundsound app at Cowgate during a four month pilot phase. This
will involve our practitioners using their iPads to capture precious audio examples of everyday play, organically,
spontaneously and without undue mediation from a screen. The app will help children become more directly
involved with telling their own stories.
How will sound recordings be stored and shared?
As you will see from the FAQ document (sent by email), once captured, standout sound clips will then be uploaded
into a collection folder created specifically for your child, and shared via the email address/es we have for you via a
unique and private web link. The audio files are secured and stored privately in Google Cloud. You don’t need to
install the app yourself to access your child’s recordings, you can listen securely via web. If you do install the app you
will be automatically notified any time there is a new recording and you can exchange comments with practitioners.
The app is free and available on both Android and Apple).
These sound recordings won’t replace the text-based tales our practitioners produce, but I believe they will be both

a practical and powerful way to capture more of the moments that make these early years so special. From settling
visits to Stickland, music lessons to make believe, we will be compiling an audio collection that we hope will sing
across the ages, forming a record you will treasure long after your child has moved on.
How will the data be handled?
In preparation for this pilot, Edinburgh Council has performed a Data Protection Impact Assessment to ensure
compliance with data protection legislation. There are some remaining recommendations that have now been
implemented and we’re waiting for their final sign-off before the project starts.
Our current consent form covers this pilot and for more information about the Data Privacy controls related to your
child data please see the Education Privacy Notice published on the CEC website here: http://
www.edinburgh.gov.uk/downloads/file/10885/education_privacy_notice.
What do I need to do now?
If you are happy for your child to participate in this pilot there is nothing more to do other than read the
presentation and FAQ document (sent to you in an email). If you wish to opt out, just please email June
(June.graham@cowgate-nur.edin.sch.uk) by Tuesday 30th April with the subject ‘opt out’. You can always change
your mind at any point.
If you wish to add additional email addresses to your child’s folders so that more family members can receive sound
updates, please email Rachel directly to let her know (her address can be found below).
Given this is a pilot we will be asking for your views and opinions during the rollout, but if you have any initial
feedback once you’ve read through this initial material we’d be delighted to hear it!
Likewise, if you yourself wish to learn more about using Aroundsound on your own devices please feel free to get in
touch with Rachel directly on rachel@aroundsound.com.
With best wishes,
Lynn‘

A Message from Nina about the Cowgate Library
(Written before Nina left Cowgate)
After some months of work taking stock of, cataloguing and re-shelving our Cowgate library, I’m very happy to say
that we now have a better, more organised system in place. Our library (located in the Croilean) is a central part of
the Cowgate experience for all of our children. The children take so much enjoyment from making the trip into the
Croilean to select new books for the living room and snug, from choosing books from the selection there to be read
to them (sometimes delighting in the presence of a new, unknown book, sometimes in the pleasure of reading and
rereading old favourites, pages barely hanging on from being so well-loved and familiar bits shouted out in chorus),
and from sitting and poring over the books themselves. Whether a communal or private experience, both the
contents of books and the objects themselves are such an important part of the lives of all the children here.
With that in mind, I wanted to ensure that – while the library was certainly in need of being better laid out and
made more accessible – my work in the library was not just a matter of “organizing” books so that they resemble a
pre-existing adult approved system of library storage. In keeping with the ethos of the rest of the nursery, it was
very important to me that the appearance of the library was informed and lead by the children. I am very
appreciative of the advice they’ve given me so far and am excited to continue working with them in the upkeep of
the library, ensuring that it remains a living and evolving entity, changing with the children and their needs. I feel as
though I’ve learned so much throughout this process and have a much better understanding of what our library (and
books and stories in general) means to the children of Cowgate, as a collective and as individuals.
Some facts about our library:
Total number of children’s books: 2776
Most represented author: Nick Butterworth, with 27 books! In close second is Henry Pluckrose (a teacher and
educational theorist with a prolific nonfiction output) with 26 books. Some of our other favourites include Julia
Donaldson and Shirley Hughes (21 books each) and Mick Inkpen (20).

Most copies: We have seven copies each of Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy and Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear?
(the latter in several languages including Chinese).
Speaking of languages…
Most represented language: English (perhaps obviously) with Gaelic in second place, followed by Urdu.
Most translated book: Walking Through the Jungle by Debbie Harter (into French, Tamil and Urdu) and Splash! by
Flora McDonnell (into Chinese and Korean).
The full (and searchable) library catalogue will be available online and accessible to all very soon, but parents are
always very welcome to visit the library in person.

April Memories at Cowgate
As a project inspired by Froebel, Simon created a large ‘cross-stich board’ for the children to explore. They enjoyed
it very much, and it was lovely to see their creativity and imagination in how they chose to use it.

Adventures in Stickland...

... And at Forest Kindergarten

Building and Playing with the Wooden Blocks

‘A team house with no locks’

Ivy’s house

A Trip to the Botanic Gardens

Enjoying the Garden

Visits to Liberton Fire Station

A Rainy Visit to Gorgie Farm
Celebrating Spring by Sowing Seeds

Sharing Kindness and Enjoying Friendship at Cowgate

A Visit to Peaceful Dr Neil’s Garden

Of Interest
You may be interested to know that a new museum has been opened in Linlithgow (where Claire volunteers). It is a
small museum with many interesting objects to see and several interactive activities for children.

Warmest of wishes until next month,
Lynn and the Cowgate Team
Catch up with us on twitter @CowgateUnder5s
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